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Abstract
Near-integrability is usually associated with smooth small perturbations of smooth inte-
grable systems. Studying integrable mechanical Hamiltonian flows with impacts that respect
the symmetries of the integrable structure provides an additional rich class of non-smooth
systems that can be analyzed. Such systems exhibit rich dynamics, as, in addition to the
underlying integrable structure, some of the trajectories may undergo only transverse impact,
others may undergo also tangential impacts, and some trajectories do not impact at all. Un-
der perturbations, each of these classes of orbits behaves differently. Tools for classifying
these different types of dynamics in 2 degrees-of-freedom Hamiltonian impact systems with
underlying separable integrable dynamics are presented. Moreover, some of these tools may
be extended to far from integrable cases. In particular, a generalization of the energy mo-
mentum bifurcation diagram, Fomenko graphs and the hierarchy of bifurcations framework
to impact systems is constructed. It is shown that such representations classify dynamically
different regions in phase space. For the integrable and near integrable (small perturbations)
cases these provide global information on the dynamics whereas for the far from integrable
(non-perturbative) regimes, these provide rough classification of the first impact map. The
interpretation of these results in terms of projections of solutions to the configuration space
as well as the relations of these to the Hill region are presented.
1 Introduction
A global qualitative analysis of a dynamical system includes, as a first step, a classification to
phase space regimes where similar dynamical behavior is expected. Here, we derive such tools
for classifying the dynamics in Hamiltonian impact systems (HISs). An HIS can be viewed as
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a billiard with an additional background potential or as a Hamiltonian system confined by some
billiard boundaries. The analysis of HIS is complex as it combines two non-trivial dynamical
systems, both having typically mixed phase space structure, and one of them non-smooth. While
both Hamiltonian systems and billiards have a rich arsenal of research tools (see e.g. [1, 18, 14, 6]),
combining them generally produces systems whose global phase space structure is far too complex
for straightforward use of these tools. For example, classical billiard dynamics concepts such
as the billiard map or caustics are generally not well defined (aside of special cases, such as
integrable potentials in an ellipse [23, 12] or the behavior near special periodic motions [11]).
Similarly, classical results regarding the structure of smooth Hamiltonian flows are generally not
applicable since the introduction of a billiard boundary makes the HIS a non-smooth dynamical
system. Finally, while the notion of near-integrability is well established for billiards and for
smooth Hamiltonian systems, for impact systems such notions are new and non-trivial, see [21].
Here we extend tools used for analyzing integrable smooth systems to HIS with integrable
Hamiltonians. In particular, we extend the notion of energy-momentum bifurcation diagrams
(EMBD) [16, 1] , Fomenko graphs [5] and the hierarchy of bifurcation framework [26, 25] to such
HIS. The EMBD and the Fomenko graphs of a 2 d.o.f a smooth integrable system encode the
changes in the energy surface foliation by the second integral level sets. The first level in the
hierarchy of bifurcation corresponds to constructing the Fomenko graphs, namely, identifying the
singular level sets belonging to a given energy surface and realizing that these divide the regular
level sets on the energy surface to families (e.g. of tori in the compact case). The second level
corresponds to constructing the EMBD, namely, to identifying the singular energies at which the
Fomenko graphs change their structure. The third level of the hierarchy is to classify the parameter
values at which the singular energy values change their order [26, 25]. It turns out that with the
proper choice of the momentum variable there is a close connection between the singular energy
values and resonances [17]. This classification allows to identify the most dynamically interesting
regimes under small perturbations (such as neighborhoods of separatrices and hyperbolic, elliptic
and parabolic resonances). Here, we extend these notions to the impact case, thus obtaining
global information on the dynamics for integrable and near-integrable HIS. Specifically, we begin
by constructing the IEMBD (Impact-EMBD) and the Impact Fomenko graphs (IFG) of separable
Hamiltonians with a single straight billiard boundary preserving the separability. We demonstrate
that these results may be extended to impacts with multiple walls which respect the separability,
such as 90◦ and 270◦ corners (yet in this latter case integrability is changed to quasi-integrability,
see [3, 9, 10, 7, 4, 19]). To extend such result to more general walls, we study the projection of
trajectories to the configuration space, revealing when impacts occur. We thus discuss the relation
between the IEMBD description and these projections. This relation is instrumental for extending
the IEMBD to cases in which the billiard boundary does not respect the Hamiltonian symmetry.
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It turns out that one can still provide some rough information about the nature of the dynamics
using the IEMBD framework even in these non-integrable and non-perturbative scenarios.
Our approach is related to recent works regarding integrable HIS with elliptic symmetry shared
by the billiard domain and the polynomial potential [12, 23, 8]. Effectively, in [23], the IEMBD
and the corresponding Fomenko graphs were found for the integrable HIS of a Hooke potential
in an ellipse, where the smooth motion is super-integrable, hence always periodic, leading to a
beautiful and non-trivial structure of the level sets [23]. Here we consider other symmetries, and,
more importantly, cases in which the 2 d.o.f. system is integrable yet not super-integrable, so the
typical motion on regular level sets is quasi periodic - periodic motion occurs only on the measure
zero resonant level sets.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 systems in which the billiard wall respects the
separable symmetry of the underlying system are analyzed. The IEMBD, the Impact Fomenko
graphs and the Singular energy values diagrams are found for such systems, thus completing
the hierarchy of bifurcation classification for the integrable and quasi-integrable cases. Section 3
explores the breaking of the integrability when the wall no longer preserves the separable structure.
Introducing the relation between the level sets properties and their projections to the configuration
space, it is shown that classification of impacting and tangent level sets may be derived and
projected into the IEMBD even for non-perturbative cases. Section 4 is devoted to discussion.
2 Hierarchy of bifurcations of separable systems
2.1 Model setup
Consider a 2 degrees-of-freedom (d.o.f) HIS with a Hamiltonian H of the form:
H = Hint(q1, p1, q2, p2) + b · Vb(q1, q2; qw) (1)
where Hint is an integrable, mechanical, separable, smooth Hamiltonian (hereafter, smooth means
Cr, r > 4):
Hint =
||p||2
2
+ Vint(q1, q2) =
p21
2
+ V1(q1) +
p22
2
+ V2(q2) = H1(q1, p1) +H2(q2, p2) (2)
Assume additionally that V1, V2 have only a finite, discrete number of simple extremum points,
and that they are bounded from below and go to infinity as |q1|, |q2| → ∞ respectively (so Hint
has only bounded level sets), and, with no loss of generality, minq2 V2 = 0.
The impact corresponds to elastic collisions with the wall at qw(q1, q2) = 0, i.e. motion is
allowed only when qw(q1, q2) > 0 (hereafter, the billiard domain), where, at the wall, the particle
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reflects with the angle of reflection equals to the angle of incidence. Formally, the reflection rule
is represented by the singular potential Vb :
Vb =
0, (q1, q2) : qw(q1, q2) > 01, (q1, q2) : qw(q1, q2) < 0 (3)
where b is a large positive constant so that the wall is impassable. We consider walls that can be
represented as graphs, e.g. slanted walls with a tilt angle α ∈ [0, pi
2
]:
qwα (q1, q2) = sinα · q1 − cosα · q2. : (4)
or, more generally, smooth walls:
qw(q1, q2) = q1 −Q(q2), q2 ∈ R, where Q(0) = 0, ‖Q(q2)‖Cr+1 < M, r > 4. (5)
For α 6= 0, the slanted wall may be represented as a graph of the form (5) with Q(q2) = cotα · q2,
whereas for α ≈ 0 the roles of q1, q2 need to be interchanged.
The two perpendicular, separability preserving cases correspond to qwα=pi
2
and qwα=0 respectively:
Theorem 2.1. The separable impact system (1-4) is Liouville integrable when the impacting walls
are perpendicular (qwα=pi
2
and qwα=0).
Proof. Since the wall preserves the separability - impacts translate to p2 → −p2 for α = 0, or
p1 → −p1 for α = pi2 , and in both cases the values of H1,2 do not change by the impact [21].
Liouville integrability means that apart from the singular level sets, on compact level sets, action
angle coordinates may be found [1]. The separability implies that this property needs to be checked
only for the d.o.f. which is affected by the impact. Indeed, for a one d.o.f. system with impacts, for
all level sets that do not contain a fixed point in the domain interior, action angle coordinates (non-
smooth only at the tangency and at the singular level sets of the Hamiltonian) may be naturally
defined, with the action defined as the phase space area in the billiard domain (see [2, 13]).
Notice that by the same arguments, any combination of rectangular or step-like boundaries of
a billiard also preserve the separability property of the energies, yet, such systems are generally
not Liouville-integrable, see section 2.4 for discussion and related references.
For concreteness, hereafter, all the figures are presented for the Duffing-Center Hamiltonian
Hdcint (see Figure 1 for its phase space structure), with ω = 1:
Hdcint =
p21
2
+
p22
2
− 1
2
· (q1 − q1s)2 + 1
4
· (q1 − q1s)4 + ω
2
2
· (q2 − q2c)2 (6)
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with either perpendicular or slanted walls. The phase space structure in (q1, p1) corresponds to a
symmetric double-well potential with a saddle point at (q1s, 0) and two symmetric center points
at (q1s± 1, 0). The energy H1 = 0 corresponds to the energy at the saddle point and its respective
separatrix. The phase space structure in the (q2, p2) plane is that of a single linear center at (q2c, 0),
and the Hamiltonian H2 may be written in global action-angle coordinates as H2 = ωI, where I
is the action [1]. The Hamiltonian (6) has three special feature: I is globally defined, H2 is linear
in I and H1 is symmetric in (q1 − q1s). These special features of (6) simplify the presentation yet
they are not assumed nor used in the general formulation and analysis.
Figure 1: Phase portraits of the (q1, p1) (left), (q2, p2) (right) dynamics for the Duffing-Center Hamiltonian Hdcint
(Eq. (6)).
2.2 The impact hierarchy of bifurcation
We briefly review the construction of Energy-Momentum Bifurcation Diagrams (EMBD) and
Fomenko graphs for systems of the form (2) and then develop their extension to the impact
case. A two d.o.f integrable, autonomous Hamiltonian system has two constants of motion - two
independent smooth functions of the phase space which remain constant along trajectories. One
of which is the Hamiltonian H, and the second invariant will be denoted hereafter by H2. An
Energy-Momentum Bifurcation Diagram (EMBD) is a plot in (H,H2) space, which depicts the
regions of allowed motion in phase space, and includes curves of (H,H2) values corresponding to
singular level sets of the system (see [16, 1, 22, 17]). This plot enables to classify the different
types of dynamics and different energy surfaces of the system. For separable systems, the singular
curves in the EMBD simply correspond to curves on which one of the d.o.f. has a fixed point.
Consider for example the classification of the structure of the level sets on any given energy
surface of Hdcint = H1 + H2 (6). Let V1,min = V
±
1,min = V1(q1s ± 1), V2,min = V2(q2c) = 0, and
Hmin = minq V = V1,min + V2,min = −0.25 and Hsep = V1(q1s) + V2(q2c) = 0. There are exactly
three distinct singular curves in the EMBD corresponding to the fixed points of the Hamiltonians
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Figure 2: (left) EMBD and (right) Fomenko graphs of the integrable Hamiltonian (6). The two stable types of
Fomenko graphs are separated by the graph at the singular energy value Hsep. The full circles correspond to elliptic
circles with I > 0 whereas those with open circles correspond to circles with I = 0, see [25, 22, 26].
H1, H2 :
• The solid line H2 = ωI = V2,min = 0 corresponds to the elliptic fixed point of H2 at (q2c, 0).
The corresponding level sets consist of two normally elliptic circles for H ∈ (Hmin, Hsep)
(oscillatory motion around each of the centers of H1) and one normally elliptic circle for
H > Hsep (rotational motion around the figure eight of H1). The line H2 = 0 bounds the
allowed region of motion from below.
• The solid lines Hell,±(H2) = H2 +V ±1,min = H2 +Hmin, H2 > 0, correspond to the two elliptic
fixed points of H1 at (q1s ± 1, 0). Each of these lines correspond to a normally elliptic circle
in the full phase space (due to the symmetric form of the potential these lines coincide, so
hereafter we denote them by Hell(H2) = Hell,±(H2). These lines bound the region of allowed
motion from above.
• The dashed line Hhyp(H2) = H2 = H2 + Hsep, H2 > 0, corresponds to the level set of the
hyperbolic fixed point of H1 at (q1s, 0). This level set (H1 = 0) also includes the separatrices
in the (q1, p1) plane. For H2 > 0, the corresponding level sets are composed of a normally
hyperbolic circle and its separatrices.
Since both H2 and
p21
2
≥ 0, the region of allowed motion (grey region) is bounded in between the
curves H2 = 0 and Hell(H2). Each regular point in the EMBD (regular point is a point in the
allowed region of motion which does not belong to any of the singular curves) corresponds to either
a single or two disconnected tori.
Fomenko graphs are a simple and elegant method to represent the Liouville foliation of an
isoenergy surface of a 2 d.o.f Hamiltonian system [5]. Such isoenergy surfaces correspond to a
vertical line in the EMBD for a certain H value. In these graphs (called molecules in [5]), each
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foliation leaf is represented by a point, and hence each smooth family of Liouville tori, a branch,
constitutes an edge in the graph. The edges are connected by vertices which correspond to the
singular leaves of the foliation - the intersection of the energy level set with the singular curves
in the EMBD. These vertices (called atoms in [5]) have different designations according to the
type of the singularity. In [5, 16] the topological classification of isoenergy surfaces of 2 d.o.f
Hamiltonian systems is derived. The terminology used here is based on [26, 25, 22] in which the
main ideas behind Fomenko’s method are summarized and the hierarchy of bifurcations framework
is developed. In particular, the Fomenko graphs supplement the EMBD representation by providing
information about the number of tori corresponding to each level set and how these families of tori
are connected on a given energy surface. Here, for Hmin < H < Hsep, energy surfaces are composed
of two disconnected surfaces, each of them corresponding to a single family of tori connecting the
two circles q2 = p2 = 0, H1(q1, p1) = H (for such H values this (q1, p1) level set has two circles)
with the corresponding circles q1 = q1s± 1, p1 = 0, H2(q2, p2) = H −Hmin. The Fomenko graph for
this case corresponds to a pair of edges (so each edge corresponds to a branch of Liuoville leaves)
with vertices that correspond to elliptic circles (atoms A) of different topological types (so they
are denoted by different symbols in the Fomenko graphs, see Fig 2). For H > Hsep the energy
surface is connected, and the level sets on it have two components for H2 > H and one component
for H2 < H, so the Fomenko graph is the Y shape molecule, corresponding to two families of
tori connecting two circles (two atoms A) to a separatrix (an atom B) and another family of tori
connecting the separatrix to the single circle (H2 = 0, H1(q1, p1) = H). In particular, here there
are exactly two singular energies, Hmin = V1,min, Hsep, dividing the energy surfaces to two robust
types, those with Hmin < H < Hsep and those with H > Hsep, see Fig 2. More generally, in
separable mechanical systems, the singular energies are given by the sum of the potential values
at the extremal points.
With no loss of generality, hereafter, we assume that the EMBD of the separable system
is globally defined by a smooth diffeomorphism of (H1, H2) → (H = H1 + H2, I(H2)), so, in
particular I(H2) is globally defined and is monotone. If one of the d.o.f. has smooth global action-
angle representation then it is convenient to choose it to be system H2 and to choose I(H2) as its
action. Otherwise, when action-angle coordinates are not globally defined for both d.o.f., one may
set I(H2) = H2. The use of I, the action, in the EMBD, has some advantages as it reveals the
role of resonances between the two d.o.f., see [1, 17, 26] for the classical smooth theory and [21]
for application in impact systems. Nonetheless, for simplicity of presentation, we hereafter use H2
as the momentum in the EMBD.
We now add to the EMBD information about impacts and tangencies of trajectories that belong
to a given level set. Recall that every regular level set of the integrable Hamiltonian is a union of a
finite number of tori, the regular Liuoville leaves. Singular leaves of (2) are components of singular
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level sets on which at least one of the Hamiltonians has a fixed point. In a product Hamiltonian
(like (2)) each leaf corresponds to a product of the leaves of the one d.o.f. subsystems H1,2,
and is spanned by an infinite number of trajectories. Non-resonant regular leaves are covered by
these trajectories densely, resonant regular leaves are covered by infinite number of closed periodic
trajectories, whereas singular leaves (e.g. a figure eight separatrix times a circle, an atom B leaf),
are covered by a union of several families of trajectories - periodic ones and bi-asymptotic ones.
Now consider an HIS where the Hamiltonian is integrable and the billiard boundary defines
the walls at which impacts occur. Then, some of the leaves of the integrable motion are cut by the
boundary, causing trajectories to jump from one cut-leaf to another cut-leaf, where, by cut-leaf we
mean the union of trajectory segments belonging to a leaf of the integrable Hamiltonian Hint that
reside in the allowed region of motion, namely inside the billiard domain:
Definition 2.2. A cut-leaf of a leaf of the system (1) is the intersection of a leaf with the impact
allowed region of motion.
In between impacts, a trajectory moves on a segment of the smooth motion on the cut-leaf,
and there is one-to-one correspondence between the cut-leaf and the leaf. For impact systems, we
distinguish between three types of cut-leaves:
Definition 2.3. A tangent cut-leaf is a cut-leaf which contains at least one tangent segment (the
tangent segment may consist of only one point, an exterior tangency point). A transverse impact
cut-leaf is a leaf on which some segments impact the wall transversely and all other segments
belong to orbits which do not reach the wall at all. A non-impact leaf consists only of orbits which
do not reach the wall.
Notice that by definition, a tangent leaf may also contain impacting segments and non-impacting
trajectories (see section 3). For a transverse cut-leaf which is a cut leaf of a regular leaf, all tra-
jectory segments impact the wall (transversely). On the other hand, a transverse cut-leaf which is
a cut leaf of a singular leaf (e.g. one which corresponds to separatrix level set in one of the d.o.f.),
may contain segments which do not reach the wall (e.g. see Fig 4b).
Definition 2.4. A tangent branch is an isoenergetic family of Liouville leaves (represented by an
edge of the Fomenko graphs) which contains tangent leaves in its interior.
Definition 2.5. A tangent level set on an isoenergy surface H, (H1,tan(H), H2,tan(H)), is a level set
which contains tangent leaves. A transverse impact level set is a level set which does not contain
tangent leaves and contains transverse impact leaves. An non-impact level set is a level set which
contains only non-impacting leaves.
Notice that a transverse impact level set may also have some non-impacting leaves - these are
leaves that are not affected by the wall (see below for examples).
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Definition 2.6. The Impact EMBD (IEMBD) is the EMBD of the underlying integrable Hamil-
tonian where the level sets in the allowed region of motion are divided to transverse impacting
zone, non-impacting zone and tangent zone. The impact zone of the IEMBD includes the tangent
and transverse impact zones. Similarly, the Impact Fomenko graphs are the Fomenko graphs of
the integrable system where the tangent and transverse impacting cut-leaves are marked.
Next, we show that for a wall which preserves the separability, namely qwα=pi
2
and qwα=0, the
impacting and non-impacting leaves on a single energy surface are separated by a single leaf, a leaf
on which all trajectories are tangent. We define:
Definition 2.7. A tangent leaf is a boundary tangent leaf if all the segments on this leaf are either
tangent or non-impacting.
Notice that in the integrable case, where the wall is parallel to one of the axes, impacting
trajectories remain after impact on the same level set (see Theorem 2.1).
Lemma 2.8. Consider the impact system (1-4) with qwα=0, namely with the wall at q2 = 0. For
any H ≥ H1,min + H2,tan := minq1∈R V1(q1) + V2(0), the tangent level set is (H1,tan(H) = H −
H2,tan, H2,tan). Its corresponding tangent leaves are boundary tangent leaves. These are the leaves
produced by the product of the H2,tan-leaf, the unique H2-leaf which includes the H2 origin (the
point (q2, p2) = (0, 0)), with all the H1 = H1,tan(H) leaves. The boundary tangent leaves separate
the tangent branch between impacting (H2 > H2,tan) and non-impacting (H2 < H2,tan) leaves.
Proof. The wall equation is1 qwall2 = −q2 = 0, so the tangency property can be studied in the
(q2, p2) plane alone. By definition 2.7, for one d.o.f. systems, in particular for the dynamics
in the (q2, p2) plane, any tangent leaf is a boundary tangent leaf. Moreover, by the mechanical
form of H2 =
p22
2
+ V2(q2), there exists a unique tangent leaf belonging to the level set H2,tan.
The mechanical form also implies that for all H2 ' H2,tan there are nearby trajectories (solving
p22
2
= H2−V2(0) ' 0) that are impacting the wall - these trajectories belong to leaves that belong to
the tangent branch. All other trajectories belonging to level sets with H2 ' H2,tan and belonging to
other branches are non-impacting. Similarly, the mechanical form implies that for all H2 < H2,tan
there are no impacting trajectories. Extending these observations to the iso-energetic level sets of
the two d.o.f. product system, with the boundary tangent leaves of the level set (H1,tan(H), H2,tan)
defined as the product of the unique boundary tangent leaf of the H2 system with all other leaves
of the H1 = H −H2 system proves the lemma.
Figure 3 depicts the two possible robust impact geometries of the linear oscillator (H2 of the
Hamiltonian (6)). In the first case the center (which is the only singular level set of H2) is inside
1The minus sign is introduced for consistent orientation of the different cases - see equation (4).
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Figure 3: The (q2, p2) plane of the impact system (1-4,6) with the wall qwα=0. The wall q2 = 0 (dashed black) cuts
the leaves of the H2 levels sets when H2 > H2,tan, where the H2,tan defines the tangent leaf (bold magenta). (a)
q2c = −2.5, H = 10 (center point is inside the billiard) (b) q2c = 1, H = 10 (center point is outside).
the billiard, so the tangent level set is interior and thus the corresponding (H1,tan(H), H2,tan) leaf
divides the tangent branch to impacting and non-impacting leaves. In the second case, the center
and thus the tangent level sets are exterior to the billiard, so all the level sets in the allowed region
of motion are impacting.
Lemma 2.9. Consider the impact system (1-4) with qwα=pi
2
, namely with the wall at q1 = 0. For
any H ≥ H1,tan = V1(0), the tangent level set is (H1,tan = V1(0), H2,tan(H) = H − H1,tan). The
corresponding tangent leaves are boundary tangent leaves, produced by the product of the H1,tan-leaf
which includes the H1-origin with all the H2,tan(H) leaves. The boundary tangent leaves separate
the tangent branch between impacting (H1 > H1,tan) and non-impacting (H1 < H1,tan) leaves.
Proof. Replace the indices 1, 2 in the proof of lemma 2.8.
2.3 The Duffing-Center Hamiltonian with vertical/horizontal walls
We illustrate the above definitions and also the notion of hierarchy of bifurcations [25] for impact
systems by analyzing the impact system (1-4,6) for the two integrable cases of perpendicular walls.
Figure 4 depicts some of the impact geometries of the double well potential (H1 of the Hamiltonian
(6)). The top two images depict two of the five possible robust, non-singular cases. The bottom
figures depict two of the four singular cases, cases where the wall (at q1 = 0) is either tangent to
the left separatrix or passes through one of the three fixed points.
In Fig 4a, the level set H1,tan is outside the separatrix. It divides the nearby level sets to
impacting and non-impacting level sets and induces similar division of the product system. In Fig
4b, the level set H1,tan is inside the separatrix and consists of two components. Here, only the left
component contains the origin, and thus only the left branch of the level sets change from non-
impacting to impacting, namely the left branch is the tangent branch. This multiplicity also carries
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Figure 4: The (q1, p1) plane of the impact system (1-4,6) with the wall qwα=pi2 and energy H = 10. The wall q1 = 0
(dashed black) cuts the leaves belonging to the tangent branch of the H1 levels sets when H1 > H1,tan, where
H1,tan defines the tangent leaf (bold magenta). Two of the regular cases (a,b) and two of the singular cases (c,d)
are shown. (a) q1s = 2 (wall to the left of separatrix) (b) q1s = 1.25 (wall intersects the left loop of the separatrix).
(c) q1s =
√
2 (wall tangent to the left lobe of the separatrix) (d) q1s = 0 (wall tangent to the hyperbolic fixed point
of H1).
to the product system. The other three non-singular scenarios may be similarly analyzed. The
two bottom images present two singular cases. In the left bottom image, q1s =
√
2, i.e. - the left
lobe of the separatrix is exactly tangent to the wall equation. All level sets outside the separatrix
impact, and all level sets inside do not. In the right bottom image q1s = 0, and once again all
level sets outside the separatrix impact, and all level sets inside the right branch, do not (the left
branch is out of the billiard domain). Tangency is expected to occur on the right separatrix level
set at q1 = 0, yet, this point cannot be reached in finite time. So, the right separatrix solutions
of the product system are homoclinic to a tangent periodic orbit. See Appendix A for a detailed
description of the resulting trajectories.
Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate the statements of Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 - they show that for the
two integrable cases, there exist H tan such that for any given H > H tan there is a unique tangent
level set (H1,tan(H), H2,tan(H)) which divides the energy surface to two distinct types of level sets
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Figure 5: Two of the IEMBDs of the impact system (1-4,6) with the horizontal wall qwα=0. (left) The H2 center point
is inside the billiard (q2c = −2 ) (right) The center point is outside the billiard (q2c = 1). Impact (blue), non-impact
(grey) and tangency (green) zones are depicted. The tangency zone reduces here to the line (H,H2 = V2(0)). For
q2c > 0 the tangent level sets is exterior to the billiard, and thus the impact zone ia an open set which does not
include the tangency line (marked by a dashed green line).
- those having impacting leaves and those which have only non-impacting leaves. Summarizing,
Corollary 2.10. In the IEMBD of the two integrable cases, the tangent region reduces to the line
(H,H2,tan) for qwα=0 and to the line (H,H −H1,tan) for qwα=pi
2
.
Proof. By Lemma 2.8 tangency occurs with qwα=0 if and only if H2 = H2,tan and by lemma 2.9
tangency occurs with qwα=pi
2
if and only if H2 = H − H1,tan. These define unique lines in the
IEMBD.
Corollary 2.11. In the two integrable cases the tangency line divides the IEMBD to two zones -
impacting and non-impacting level sets.
Proof. The IEMBD point (H,H2) corresponds to the level set (H1 = H −H2, H2). By lemmas 2.8
and 2.9, in the two integrable cases the tangency lines divide between impacting and non-impacting
level sets.
The above corollary also applies when using other constant of motion in the IEMBD (e.g.,
I(H2)): since the map from (H1, H2) to (H, I) is continuous and orientation preserving the same
assertion applies to the (H, I) plane.
Figure 5 presents the IEMBD for the impact system (1-4,6) with the wall qwα=0 for two different
cases corresponding to positive and negative q2,e (see Figure 3). The three different types of level
sets (impacting, tangent and non-impacting) are marked by different colors (blue, green and grey,
respectively). The corresponding Impact Fomenko Graphs (IFG) are shown in Figure 6, where the
color code for the three different types of leaves is the same as in the IEMBD. The tangent leaves
are denoted by the subscript τ and the impacting leaves by subscript im. For most energy values,
edges of the Fomenko graphs are divided to impacting and non-impacting leaves or to branches
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Figure 6: The Impact Fomenko graphs of Eq. (1-4,6) with the wall qwα=0 for the three robust regimes (A-C of Fig
7) (top) The center point is outside the billiard (case A of Fig 7) (middle) The center point is inside the billiard
and the tangent circles appear at lower energy than the separatrix circle (q2c < 0 and Htan < Hsep , case B of Fig
7.) (bottom) q2c < 0 and Htan > Hsep (case C of Fig 7). Tangent atoms which are outside the allowed region of
motion are denoted by an asterisk and their designation is in parentheses.
that cease to exist. At critical energies, the energy surfaces and, correspondingly, their IFG, change
- these are the singular energy values. To fully classify all possible changes in the IEMBD and
the IFG, we study how the singular energy values change with parameters. For example, for the
Impact-Duffing-Center system - we study how the singular energies depend on (q2c, q1s), the signed
distances of the saddle-center point of the potential V from the horizontal/vertical walls.
Lemma 2.12. Consider the impact system (1-4) with qwα=0. Then, the singular energy values are
Hs,i1,i2 = V1(q
ext
1,i1
)+V2(q
ext
2,i2
), H tan,i1 = V1(q
ext
1,i1
)+V2(0), ik = 1, .., nk, where qext2,i2 are all the extremal
points of V2 inside the billiard domain ( V ′2(qext2,i2) = 0 and q
ext
2,i2
6 0 ).
Proof. The singular values Hs,i1,i2 correspond to the singular energy values of the smooth EMBD
- these are the minimal values for the appearance of each of the Hamiltonian’s singular level sets.
If the fixed points of H2 are within the billiard domain or the wall then these also correspond
to singular energy values of the impact system. Otherwise, the level sets associated with these
values are either completely out of the billiard allowed region of motion (for elliptic fixed points),
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Figure 7: The dependence of the singular values of H on the center location (the parameter q2c) for the horizontal
wall qwα=0. At the blue vertical lines two singular energy values coincide and the IEMBD and the IFG change at
these values as shown in Fig. 5 and 6. The shaded area depicts the allowed region of motion in H of the HIS.
or, for unstable fixed point, the parts of the level sets in the billiard domain contain only regular
segments of the separatrix and no singularities are induced by it. The singular values H tan,i1 are
the minimal energy values at which the level sets (H1 = V1(qext1,i1), H2 = H−H1) include impacting
or tangent trajectories. Recall that the H1 level sets change their topology at the singular value
V1(q
ext
1,i1
). For H < H tan,i1 , only the (H1, H2 = H − H1) level sets with H1 below the singular
value V1(qext1,i1) impact the wall whereas for H > H
tan,i1 , the ones with H1 above the singular value
impact the wall as well. Hence, the IFG change exactly at these singular values.
For the Hamiltonian (6) the singular energy values dictated by the smooth dynamics areHmin =
V1(q1s ± 1) + V2(q2c) = −14 and Hsep = V1(q1s) + V2(q2c) = 0 (when these points are inside the
billiard domain) whereas those dictated by the tangency to the the horizontal wall are H tan,± =
V1(q1s ± 1) + V2(0) = −14 + ω
2q22c
2
and H tan,sep = V1(q1s) + V2(0) =
ω2q22c
2
. Figure 7 depicts the
dependence of these function on −q2c. There are exactly two bifurcation points where two of the
singularity curves meet, defining three distinct regions of robust behaviors: A: q2c > 0 , B: q2c < 0
and H tan,± > Hsep and C: q2c < 0 and H tan,± < Hsep . Two of the robust IEMBD (cases A, C)
are shown in Fig. 5 (case B corresponds to a downward shift of the tangency line in C) and all the
three robust IFG are shown in Fig. 6, completing the full classification of all possible behaviors of
the Hamiltonian (6) with a horizontal wall impact.
A similar analysis of the vertical wall implies that:
Lemma 2.13. Consider the impact system (1-4) with qwα=pi
2
. Then, the singular energy values are
Hs,i1,i2 = V1(q
ext
1,i1
)+V2(q
ext
2,i2
), H tan,i2 = V1(0)+V2(q
ext
2,i2
), ik = 1, .., nk, where qext1,i1 are all the extremal
points of V1 inside the billiard domain ( V ′1(qext1,i1) = 0 and q
ext
1,i1
> 0 ).
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Figure 8: Two of the regular IEMBDs of the impact system (1-4,6) with the vertical wall qwα=pi2 . Impact (blue), non-
impact (grey) and tangency (green) zones are depicted. The tangency zone reduces to the line (H,H2 = H2,tan =
H − V1(0)). (a) The H1 separatrix is inside the billiard (region E of Fig. 9, here, q1s = 2) (b) The H1 separatrix is
cut by the wall (regions B-D of Fig. 9, here, q1s = 1.3). See top two figures in Fig 4 for phase space representation.
Figs. 8-11 (here H tan = V1(0) = − q
2
1s
2
− q41s
4
) summarise the different dynamical regimes for
this case. In particular, Fig. 9 demonstrates that for a vertical wall there are five different robust
regimes of the IEMBD and IFG. Some examples of these diagrams are depicted in Figs 8,10, 11.
The multi-branch ambiguity in the IEMBD of regions B-E of Fig 9 is lifted by the IFG and the
singular energy diagram which specifies which of the two possible branches undergoes impacts, see
e.g. Fig. 11.
2.4 Multiple vertical and horizontal walls
The integrable IEMBD and IFG may be easily extended to other domains that include a com-
bination of horizontal and vertical barriers, e.g. straight angle corners and rectangular domains.
As the walls preserve the separability of the energies, level sets remain invariant. Yet, the motion
on regular leaves with collisions with multiple walls may become complicated and conjugate to
motion on tori with several handles. Such systems are called quasi-integrable (see related works
on billiards with non-convex corners [3, 8, 9, 10, 7, 19]).
The IEMBD enables the identification of the regions in which impact is made only with a
single wall or with a combination of the walls. For example, Fig. 12a shows the IEMBD of the
Hamiltonian (6) when the motion is confined to the upper quadrant of the (q1, q2) plane and both
the H2 center and the separatrix loop are in the upper quadrant (q2c < 0, q1s >
√
2). Level sets
on which impacts may occur with only one of the walls or with both walls are marked on the
IEMBD, and the corresponding Fomenko graphs may be defined in a similar manner. In this case
the motion on each leaf is rotational. Fig 12b shows the IEMBD of the Hamiltonian (6) (with the
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Figure 9: The dependence of the singular values of H on the parameter q1s - the signed distance of the saddle-center
point of the potential V from the vertical wall qwα=pi2 . Four bifurcation values (blue vertical lines) are identified,
leading to five robust regimes A-E. The shaded area depicts the allowed region of motion in H of the HIS.
Figure 10: Two of the regular Impact Fomenko graphs of Eq. (1-4,6) with the vertical wall qwα=pi2 (a) IFG corre-
sponding to region D in Fig . 9 (b) IFG corresponding to region E in Fig . 9 .
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Figure 11: Singular IEMBD and the correspondning two singular IFG. The IFGs correspond to Figure 4c,d respec-
tively, and to the lines separating regimes D and E and B and C respectively.
same q2c < 0, q1s >
√
2) when the motion is confined to the upper three quadrants of the (q1, q2)
plane. Here, impacts cannot occur with a single wall - to hit the corner both sub-systems need to
have sufficient energy. Moreover, here, when impacts occur the motion is quasi-integrable and is
not conjugate to rotation (see [3, 8, 9, 10, 7, 19]).
Figure 12: IEMBD for motion in (a) The upper quadrant (b) The complement to the lower quadrant of the (q1, q2)
plane, with elastic reflection from the walls. Impacts with one wall (light blue) with both walls (dark blue), tangent
(green) and no-impacts (grey) zones are depicted.
Summarizing, the IEMBD for separable systems may be easily constructed for any billiard
domain which is composed of vertical and horizontal walls. Such plots supply a global division
of trajectories to different classes of complexity. For some cases the motion on each regular leaf
is still conjugate to rotations but in other cases it is not, and the theory for these latter cases is
under current study. For such non-separable conditions, the motion on different level sets may be
chaotic in the angle variable (conjugate to motion on surfaces with several handles), see [4], and
the related works on billiards with non-convex corners [3, 8, 9, 10, 7, 19].
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3 Impacts with a general wall
When a particle impacts a smooth wall which is not aligned with one of the symmetry axes energy
transfers between the two d.o.f. and thus the level sets and the corresponding cut leaves are not
invariant under impacts. The IEMBD is used to distinguish between initial conditions that
do not impact the wall (these remain invariant), those which, at first impact, must impact the
wall transversely, and those which may touch the wall tangentially. The classification to impact
and tangent cut-leaves (see definition 2.6) now refers to such a classification of initial conditions
belonging to the corresponding cut leaves (and not to the full trajectories, which jump to other cut-
leaves after a transverse impact). We will show that for a general wall the tangent zone becomes
non-trivial - it does not degenerate to a line as in the horizontal and vertical wall cases.
3.1 The Hill region foliation for separable systems
To gain intuition regarding the construction of the IEMBD for a general wall, we study first how
the smooth motion projects to the configuration space, the space at which impacts are defined.
Definition 3.1. (from [1]) The Hill region of a smooth Hamiltonian system is the allowed region
of motion in the configuration space.
For the one d.o.f. mechanical systems Hi, the Hill region DHill1 (Hi) is composed of a finite
collection of closed intervals of qi, and apart from a finite number of singular values of Hi (at the
local maxima values of Vi, at which two adjacent intervals unite), trajectories move on each such
segment periodically. Under our assumptions on Vi, for Hi > Hi,max, the Hill region DHill1 (Hi) is
a single closed interval, where, Hi,max is the maximal value of Vi among all its extremal points.
For a general mechanical 2 d.o.f. system the level sets of V determine the Hill region geometry
(DHill2 (H) = {(q1, q2) ∈ R2 : V (q1, q2) ≤ H}), and if the motion is not ergodic on the energy surface,
individual orbits may project to subsets of the Hill region. In particular, when the smooth motion
is separable, DHill2 (H) =
⋃
H1+H2=H
DHill1 (H1)×DHill1 (H2), and the Liuoville leaves correspond to
a product of the individual Hamiltonians leaves. It follows that the Hill region for a given energy
H is foliated by the projection of these iso-energetic product Liouville leaves to rectangles in the
configuration space:
Theorem 3.2. For a separable mechanical system (V = V1(q1)+V2(q2)) the Hill region DHill2 (H)is
foliated by the collection of Projected Rectangles of Leaves (PRL): Rk(H,H2) = [qk1,min(H −
H2), q
k
1,max(H − H2)] × [qk2,min(H2), qk2,max(H2)], H2 ∈ [V2,min, H − V1,min] with k indexing all the
leaves belonging to the level set (H,H2). Projection of leaves belonging to different level sets may
overlap whereas PRLs belonging to the same level set do not (Rk(H,H2) ∩ Rm(H,H2) = ∅ for
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k 6= m). Every boundary point of the Hill region, q∗ ∈ ∂DHill2 (H), is a corner point of the PRL
Rk(H = V1(q
∗
1) + V2(q
∗
2), H2 = V2(q
∗
2)) which contains q∗.
Fig. 13 shows some of the PRLs inside a Hill region. Notice that there are exactly two flow
directions passing through each interior point in a given PRL (as qi and Hi uniquely define |pi|)
and that the PRLs structure reflects symmetries of the potentials and of the mechanical form of
the Hamiltonian.
3.2 The projected rectangles of leaves’ intersection with smooth walls
The nature of the intersections of a given PRL with a smooth wall determines whether the corre-
sponding leaf is non-impacting, tangent or has only transverse impacts (see Figs 13,14):
Lemma 3.3. A leaf is a non-impact leaf iff the intersection of the wall with its PRL is empty. A
level set (H,H2) belongs to the non-impact zone iff all of its PRLs are non-impacting.
Lemma 3.4. If the wall intersection with a PRL contains only points belonging to the PRL bound-
ary then the corresponding leaf is a boundary tangent leaf.
Proof. Since the wall is smooth, the wall is either tangent to the horizontal or vertical boundaries
of the PRL or it may contain some of the PRL corner points. Since the vertical momenta vanishes
(p2 = 0) when q2 belongs to the PRL horizontal boundary and similarly p1 = 0 when q1 belongs
to the vertical boundary, if the wall is tangent to the PRL boundary at this point of tangency the
leaf has a tangent segment to the wall. Similarly, at the PRL corners, p1 = p2 = 0, so the tangency
condition to the wall is trivially satisfied. In conclusion, in all the above cases, the corresponding
leaf has tangent trajectories and does not have any transverse impact segments, so, by definition,
it is a boundary leaf.
Consider walls which can be represented as graphs of one of the axes in the configuration space,
namely, with no loss of generality, walls of the form (5) satisfying: qw(q1 = Q(q2), q2) = 0.
Lemma 3.5. If the wall (5) intersects a PRL transversely then the corresponding leaf contains
transverse impact segments, namely it is not a boundary tangent leaf.
Proof. Consider a point of intersection between the wall and an interior point of the PRL up-
per/lower horizontal boundary, namely at a point (q∗1, qk2,max/min(H2)) where q
∗
1 is such that q∗1 ∈
(qk1,min(H −H2), qk1,max(H −H2)). There, p2 = 0, (p∗1)2 = H − V1(q∗1) − H2 > 0, namely the
trajectories have non-zero horizontal velocity. By (5), the normal to the wall at this point is
n(H2) = (1,−Q′(qk2,max(H2))), so n · (p∗1, 0) = p∗1 6= 0. The backward integration of z∗im =
(q∗1, q
k
2,max(H2),−|p∗1|, 0) until its next impact with the wall is a transverse impact segment be-
longing to the leaf.
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Figure 13: (a) Intersection between the Hill region and a slanted wall in the configuration space. (b) A typical
trajectory in a tangent boundary PRL. (a) The wall (orange line) intersects DHill2 (H) boundary (bold black) along
the segment Sw(H). The projected rectangles of the two leaves (H,H2) with corners at this segment end points
(dashed rectangles) have a single tangent trajectory and no transverse impacts, so these are tangent boundary
leaves. The PRL which is intersected transversely by the wall at neighboring PRL boundaries (dotted rectangles)
is a tangent leaf: it includes segments with transverse impacts (lemma 3.5) and tangent segments (lemma 3.6).
For transverse intersections of the wall with the interior of the vertical boundary of the PRL
at some point z∗±im = (qk1,min/max(H − H2), q∗2, 0,±|p∗2|), the scalar product of the normal to the
boundary with the velocity does not vanish by the transversallity assumption and the assumption
that (qk1,min/max, q
∗
2) is bounded away from the PRL corners ( n · (0,±p∗2) = (1,−Q′(q∗2)) · (0, p∗2) =
∓Q′(q∗2)p∗2 6= 0). Integrating backwards the correct z∗±im (the direction that hits the boundary from
the domain interior) provides the trajectory segment which produces the transverse impact.
Lemma 3.6. If the wall (5) intersects a PRL transversely with the intersection end points on
neighboring (i.e. non-parallel) PRL boundaries, then the PRL is a tangent leaf.
Proof. At one end point of the intersecting segment p1 = 0 and at the other end p2 = 0, hence,
the impact direction on the wall, |p1
p2
|qw2 = |
√
H−H2−V1(Q(q2))√
H2−V2(q2)
|qw2 , maps continuously onto the interval
[0,∞). On the other hand, the tangent direction along the wall segment, |p1
p2
|qw2 = |Q′(qw2 )|, is
bounded since Q(·) is assumed to be Cr+1 and the wall segment is finite and it is non-zero at the
vertical end point by the transversality assumption. Hence, the impact direction curve intersects
the tangency curve at least once.
Lemma 3.7. For a fixed H2 value and sufficiently large H, the wall (5) intersects the PRL
Rk(H,H2) vertically; there exists Htr(H2) such that for H > Htr(H2) all impacts with the wall
are transverse, namely, the PRL is a transverse impact leaf.
Proof. By the assumption on the growth of V1, the PRL width increases to infinity with H −H2,
namely qk1,min(H − H2) → −∞, qk1,max(H − H2) → ∞ (the growth rate with H depends on
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Figure 14: Intersections of the Hill region with the wall. (a) At H = Htminmin the Hill region is tangent to the
wall at the corner point of the PRL of the boundary tangent leaf. (b) The horizontal periodic orbit impacts
the wall (Q(q2c), q2c) ∈ Sw(H), i.e. H > H0 (see section 3.4). (c) The vertical periodic orbit impacts the wall
(q1s − 1, Q−1(q1s − 1)) ∈ Sw(H), i.e. H > H1,− .
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the form of V1). In particular, for any fixed H2, the intersection curve of the wall with the
PRL, {q1 = Q(q2)}q2∈[qk2,min(H2),qk2,max(H2)], which has bounded q1 values (since Q(q2) is Cr+1), in-
tersects vertically the PRL: it intersects transversely the horizontal boundaries of the PRL. Along
the intersection curve, for large H, the impact with the wall becomes essentially parallel to p1:
|p2
p1
|qw2 = |
√
H2−V2(q2)√
H−H2−V1(Q(q2))
|q2∈[qk2,min(H2),qk2,max(H2)] 6
K1(H2)√
H−K2(H2)
. The tangent direction to the wall,
by the assumption that the wall is a vertical graph, is bounded away from being horizontal:[
|p2
p1
|qw2
]
tangency
= | 1
Q′(qw2 )
| > K3(H2). Hence, combining these two inequalities, we see that for all
H > Htr(H2) = K2(H2) +
(
K1(H2)
K3(H2)
)2
all impacts are transverse.
3.3 The impact, tangency and transverse zones
Lemmas 3.3-3.7 demonstrate that the nature of the intersection of the wall with the PRLs can
result in either non-impacting, boundary tangent, tangent or transverse PRL. Next, we study how
the collection of all the PRLs corresponding to a given energy surface intersect the wall. Let
qw(q2) = (Q(q2), q2) denote the wall parameterization by q2, and let
Sw(H) = {q|q = qw(q2) and qw(q2) ∈ DHill2 (H)} =
⋃
j=1,..,kw(H)
Sjw(H) (7)
denote the intersection of the wall with the Hill region (a finite collection of the closed segments
Sjw(H) in R2). Notice that the segments Sw(H) are nested with increasing H. Let ∂Sw(H) =
{qjw(H)}j=1,..,2kw(H) = {(Q(qjw,2(H)), qjw,2(H))}j=1,..,2kw(H) denote all the boundary points of these
segments. These are isolated points at which the Hill region boundary and the wall meet. For ease
of notation, for tangential intersections we define the closed segment to be of zero length (so there
we count the same boundary point twice). Let
H tmin(q2) = V2(q2) + V1(Q(q2)) (8)
denote the minimal energy at which the wall point qw(q2) belongs to the Hill region and
H tminmin = min
q2
H tmin(q2) (9)
denote the minimal energy at which impact occurs. It follows that the wall is tangent to the
Hill region of H tminmin at qw(q
w−min
2 ), where q
w−min
2 is the minimizer of (9) (indeed (V ′1(q1), V ′2(q2) ·
(Q′(q2), 1) = −V ′1(q1)Q′(q2) + V ′2(q2) = ddq2H tmin(q2) vanishes at qw(qw−min2 ) ).
For every interior wall point qw(q2) ∈ Sjw(H)\∂Sjw(H), the PRL with H2 = V2(q2), is the
PRL with a horizontal boundary passing through qw(q2) (p2 = 0 there), the PRL with H2 =
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H − V1(Q(q2)) is the PRL with a vertical boundary passing through qw(q2) (p1 = 0 there), and all
the intermediate values of H2 (H2 ∈ (V2(q2), H − V1(Q(q2)))) are realized at qw(q2) by PRLs that
contain qw(q2) as an interior point. It follows that |p2/p1| at qw(q2) changes continuously from 0
to ∞, with one intermediate value H t2(q2, H) at which |p1| = |Q′(q2)p2|, namely where tangency
occurs. It follows from eqs. (2,5) that:
H t2(q2,H) =
H
1 + (Q′(q2))2
+
(Q′(q2))2V2(q2)− V1(Q(q2))
1 + (Q′(q2))2
, (10)
so, in particular, H t2(q2,H tmin(q2)) = V2(q2) (see (8)) and H t2(q2, H) depends smoothly on q2 for all
H > H tmin(q2), namely for all q2 such that qw(q2) ∈ Sjw(H)\∂Sjw(H) for some j.
For a given H, the collection of H2 intervals for which there exists an impacting segment on
some PRL of (H,H2) is the union of the H2 intervals along the segments Sjw(H):
Hm2 (H) =
⋃
j=1,...,kw(H)
[ min
qw(q2)∈Sjw(H)
V2(q2), max
qw(q2)∈Sjw(H)
(H − V1(Q(q2))]. (11)
Notice that for sufficiently large H the lower and upper bounds of Hm2 coincide with the boundaries
of the allowed region of motion. The tangency zone is found by projecting the q2 values of Sjw(H)
onto the H2 axis by H t2(q2, H) :
Lemma 3.8. The level set (H,H2) is in the tangent zone iff H2 ∈ H tan2 (H) where
H tan2 (H) =
⋃
j
[ min
q2|qw(q2)∈Sjw(H)
H t2(q2,H), max
q2|qw(q2)∈Sjw(H)
H t2(q2,H)]. (12)
This projection is not necessarily one to one. Alternatively, notice that for all H > H tmin(q2),
the ray of level sets (H,Ht2(q2,H)) in the (H,H2) plane is in the tangent zone. Since qw(q2) ∈
∂Sw(H
tmin(q2)) and since the segments Sw(H) are nested with increasing H, a wall point is in the
Hill region (qw(q2) ∈ Sw(H)) iff H > H tmin(q2). Hence, for H > H tminmin , an alternative formula for
the collection of all tangent values is:
H tan2 (H) =
⋃
H¯∈[Htminmin ,H],j=1,...,kw(H¯)
H t2(q
j
w,2(H¯), H) (13)
where qjw,2(H¯) are the q2 values of all the boundary points in ∂Sw(H¯). Summarizing:
Theorem 3.9. Consider the impact system defined by eq. (1,2,3,5), where the potentials Vi and
the wall (Q(q2) 6= const) are Cr+1 smooth and Vi are bounded from below and increase to infinity
with |qi|. Then, the level sets (H,H2) which are in the allowed region of motion belong to the
non-impact zone for all H < H tminmin whereas for H > H tminmin they belong to the tangency zone iff
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H2 ∈ H tan2 (H) and to the invariant impact zone iff H2 ∈ Hm2 (H). For all H > H tminmin the collection
of segments H tan2 (H) ⊆ Hm2 (H) are non-empty and have positive lengths. Moreover, for sufficiently
large H the set of H2 values of transverse impact level sets ( Hm2 (H) \H tan2 (H)) is also non-empty
and of positive length.
Proof. The theorem follows from the properties of the trajectories at the wall, from the nested
properties of Sw(H) and from equations (10-13). The last statement follows from lemma 3.7.
3.4 Example: the Duffing-Center potential and a slanted wall
The PRLs intersection with a slanted wall (Eq. (4) with α ∈ (0, pi
2
)) is either transverse or contains
corner points, and similarly, the structure of the wall intersection sets Sw(H) is relatively simple, so,
by lemmas 3.3-3.7 the tangency and impact properties may be explored. Recall that the boundaries
of Hm2 (H) are found by minimizing V2(q2) and maximizing H − V1(cotα · q2) over the segments
Sjw(H) (Eq. (11)). Similarly, the boundaries of the tangency zone are found by minimizing and
maximizing H t2(q2,H) over Sjw(H) (Eq. (10,12)). Here, since Q′(q2) is a constant determined by
the wall slope, eq. (10) for H t2(q2,H) has a particularly simple form:
H t2(q2,H) = sin
2(α)H + cos2(α)V2(q2)− sin2(α)V1(cotα · q2) := sin2(α)H +G(q2). (14)
For concreteness, consider hereafter the Hamiltonian (6) with α ∈ (0, pi
2
) and for the case where
all the potential extremal points are within the billiard domain (so q1s > 1, q2c < (q1s − 1) tanα).
Other cases may be similarly analyzed. Then, Sw(H) is found by solving the quartic inequality:
V dcint(cotα · q2, q2) = −
1
2
· (cotα · q2 − q1s)2 + 1
4
· (cotα · q2 − q1s)4 + ω
2
2
· (q2 − q2c)2 6 H. (15)
It follows that Sw(H) consists of one segment for low energies, of two segments for intermediate
energies and of a single segment for large energies:
qw(q2) ∈ Sw(H)⇔ q2 ∈

[qa2(H), q
b
2(H)] H ∈ [H tminmin , H t1min)
[qa2(H), q
b
2(H)] ∪ [qc2(H), qd2(H)] H ∈ [H t1min, H t2min)
[qa2(H), q
d
2(H)] H ∈ [H t2min,∞)
(16)
where the intervals are nested with increasing H, namely, dq
a,c
2
dH
< 0,
dqb,d2
dH
> 0. At the critical
energies H tminmin , H t1min, H t2min the wall is tangent to the Hill region at the corresponding bifurcating
points of ∂Sw(H) (namely, at qa2(H tminmin ), qb2(H t1min), qb2(H t2min) = qc2(H t2min) respectively).
Denote by H0 the critical energy at which the lower boundary of Sw(H) coincides with the
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minimizer of V2 :
H0 = V1(cotα · q2c) + V2(q2c) = −1
2
· (cotα · q2c − q1s)2 + 1
4
· (cotα · q2c − q1s)4. (17)
Notice that for H < H0, the potential V2 is monotonically decreasing along the lower boundary of
Sw(H) (namely ddHV2(q
a
2(H)) < 0), hence, the lower boundary of Hm2 (H) coincides with the lower
boundary of H tan2 (H) and corresponds to V2(qa2(H)). On the other hand, for H > H0, V2 increases
along qa2(H), the lower boundary of Hm2 (H) is H2,min = 0 and the lower boundary of H tan2 (H) is
found by minimizing (14) on Sw(H) and is realized by some interior point of Sw(H) (and not by
V2(q
a
2(H))).
Similarly, denote by H1,± the critical energy at which the upper boundary of Sw(H) coincides
with the minimizers of V1 :
H1,± = V1(q1s ± 1) + V2((q1s ± 1) · tanα) = −0.25 + ω
2
2
· ((q1s ± 1) · tanα− q2c)2. (18)
For H < H1,−, the potential V1 is monotonically decreasing along the upper boundary of Sw(H)
and the upper boundary of Hm2 (H) coincides with the upper boundary of H tan2 (H) whereas above
this energy the upper boundary of Hm2 (H) coincides with the largest allowed H2 (namely H+0.25)
and the upper boundary of H tan2 (H) is realized by some interior point of Sw(H).
Finally, denote by H1,0 the critical energy at which the upper boundary of Sw(H) coincides
with the local maximizer of V1:
H1,0 = V1(q1s) + V2(q1s · tanα) = ω
2
2
· (q1s · tanα− q2c)2. (19)
At the critical energies H0, H1,±, H1,0 the corresponding periodic orbits (the "normal modes")
of the smooth system cease to exist, so, in particular, for H > H1,0 the notion of homoclinic orbits
becomes null.
The critical energiesH tminmin , H t1min, H t2min, H0, H1,± depend smoothly on the parameters (α, q1s, q2c)
and their order changes along co-dimension one surfaces at which bifurcations may occur. To be
concrete, we consider hereafter parameters for which:
H tminmin < H
0 < H1,− < H t1min < H
t2
min < H
1,+. (20)
Taking (α, q1s, q2c) = (pi2 − 0.1, 2, 0), as in Fig 15, produces this ordering.
Proposition 3.10. Consider the Duffing-Center α−slanted wall impact system defined by Eq.
(1,2,3,4,6) with some fixed α ∈ (0, pi
2
) and q1s ≥ 1, q2c < (q1s − 1) tanα such that the ordering
(20) holds. Then, the level sets (H,H2) which are in the allowed region of motion (H2 ∈ [0, H +
25
0.25], H ≥ −0.25) belong to the non-impact zone for all H < H tminmin . For H ∈ [H tminmin , H t1min) they
belong to the tangency zone iff H2 belongs to the interval H2 ∈ H tan2 (H) = [H tan,12 (H), H tan,22 (H)].
This interval is nested in the invariant impact zone interval Hm2 (H) = [H
m,1
2 (H), H
m,2
2 (H)] and
the length of Hm2 (H) increases with H. For H ∈ [H tminmin , H0), the tangency and the impact zone
coincide, namely, H tan2 (H) = Hm2 (H) = [V2(q12(H)), H − V1(cotα · q22(H))]. For all H > H0 the
lower non-impact zone ceases to exist, so Hm,12 (H) = 0 and H
tan,1
2 (H) > 0. For all H > H1,− the
upper non-impact zone cease to exist, so Hm,22 (H) = H+0.25 and, H
tan,2
2 (H) < H
m,2
2 (H). Namely,
for all H > H1,−, the tangent zone boundaries are strictly within the impact zone, H tan2 (H) ⊂
Hm2 (H), with the smallest and the largest H2 values of Hm2 (H) corresponding to transverse level
sets whereas intermediate H2 values correspond to tangent level sets. For H > H t1min additional
tangent and impact zones, corresponding to tangent impacts with q1 > q1s, emerge. For H > H1,+
all the leaves of all (H,H2) pairs in the allowed region of motion belong to the impact zone.
Proof. The first part of the theorem follows from theorem 3.9 and the choice of α and ordering.
The second part follows from solving for the tangent and impact intervals boundaries.
Figure 15 shows the IEMBD for an α value which is close to pi
2
for various energy ranges.
For intermediate H values the impact zone (blue) and the tangency zone (green) are both of
comparable sizes.
Notice that for 0 < α < pi
2
and sufficiently large energy (e.g. for H > H1,+ in systems obeying
the ordering (20)), the particle always impacts, namely, the slanted wall intersects transversely
every PRL of every level set (H,H2) in the allowed region of motion. Yet, surprisingly, for large
H, a large portion of these level sets also admit tangent segments (see Figure 15d):
Proposition 3.11. Consider the Duffing-Center α−slanted wall impact system defined by Eq.
(1,2,3,4,6) with some fixed α ∈ (0, pi
2
) and q1s ≥ 1, q2c < (q1s−1) tanα such that ordering (20) holds.
Then, for sufficiently large H > H1+ , the relative measure of the tangency zone is proportional to
sin2 α, namely, |H tan2 (H)| ∝ sin2 α · |Hm2 (H)|.
Proof. Since H > H t2min the wall intersection with the Hill region consists of a single segment,
[q12(H), q
4
2(H)]. Since H is large, the end points of this segment are determined by the quartic
term in (15), so, q1,42 (H) ≈ tanα · (q1s ∓ (4H)1/4). Hence, there exists some HG, such that for all
H > HG, the global maximum of the function Gmax = maxG(q2) is realized within this interval.
For all H > HG, for all q2 in this interval, H t2(q2, H) 6 sin2(α) ·H + Gmax. Since, for sufficiently
large H, at the interval boundaries
H t2(q
1,4
2 (H), H) ≈ sin2(α)(ω2 − 1)
√
H (21)
we conclude that H tan2 (H) ≈ [sin2(α)(ω2 − 1)
√
H, sin2(α) · H + Gmax] and thus |H tan2 (H)| ≈
26
Figure 15: IEMBD for the system (6) with a slanted wall (α = pi2 − 0.1). The transverse impact zone (blue), the
tangency zone (green), and the no-impact zone (grey) are shown for both low (a-b) and large (c-d) energy ranges.
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sin2(α) ·H. On the other hand, since H > H1,+, the local extrema points of V2 and of V1(cotα · q2)
are within the interval [q12(H), q42(H)], hence, Hm2 (H) coincides with the allowed region of motion,
namely Hm2 (H) = [0, 0.25 +H] and |Hm2 (H)| ≈ H.
Summarizing, for a fixed α ∈ (0, pi
2
), for sufficiently largeH (in particular,H  max{H1,+, HG}),
the interval of allowed H2 values is divided to three sub intervals:
H2 ∈ [0,O(sin2(α)
√
H)] transverse "horizontal" impacts
H2 ∈ [O(sin2(α)
√
H), sin2(α)H +O(1)] tangencies and impacts
H2 ∈ [sin2(α) ·H +O(1), H +O(1)] transverse "vertical" impacts
(22)
Notice that these zones are, in general, not invariant. If α ≈ pi/4 it may happen that orbits will
remain for a long time in the non-tangency zone hoping between near horizontal to near vertical
motions - this may be explored in future studies. These asymptotic results may be similarly
performed for other Hamiltonians of the form (2) and to a more general form of the wall.
Finally, the two near perpendicular cases are of special interest, as they correspond to near
integrable dynamics; For a fixed energy H, in the integrable limits (α → 0 or α → pi
2
), the
tangency zone approaches the limiting tangency line, namely, its width shrinks to zero. Moreover,
it was proved in [21] that in this limit, in the transverse impact zone, away from the separatrices,
KAM theory applies, namely, a large portion of the transverse impact zone remains invariant and
admits mostly quasiperiodic motion [21]. Notably, the integrable limits and the large H limit do
not commute (i.e. Proposition 3.11 and the estimates (22) do not apply in the integrable limits,
as, for example for α → 0, H1,± → V2(0) + Hmin = −0.25 + ω22 · (q2c)2 and H0 → ∞ whereas for
α→ pi
2
, H1,− →∞ and H0 → V1(0) = −12 · (q1s)2 + 14 · (q1s)4, see Fig. 16. See [20] for some detailed
calculations of various asymptotic limits).
4 Discussion
We showed that integrable Hamiltonian systems undergoing impacts may be classified by con-
structing the Impact Energy-Momentum Bifurcation Diagram (IEMBD) and the Impact Fomenko
Graphs (IFG) for such systems. These bring analysis tools of smooth integrable Hamiltonian sys-
tems to the field of non-smooth impact systems, in which the dynamics, in contrast with billiards,
depend non-trivially on the energy. The construction leads to global analysis of such systems,
allowing to develop their hierarchy of bifurcations from a single level set to dependence on energy
and parameter values. Moreover, the observation that in the separable case the Hill region is
foliated by rectangular leaves, supplies a simple geometric description of the relation between the
IEMBD and IFG and the configuration space structure, where the impacts occur.
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Figure 16: H0 and H1,− behavior for angles close to perpendicular.
We study HIS in the integrable, near-integrable, quasi-integrable, and far from integrable cases.
For the Liouville integrable cases, the IEMBD and IFG provide rough2 Liouville equivalence clas-
sification [5], laying the needed grounds for studying all possible near-integrable scenarios. For
example, in [21] we establish a KAM type result for the near-integrable behavior of tori in the
transverse impact region of the IEMBD. Constructing the IEMBD for systems with non-convex
corners, which may produce quasi-integrable behavior (see [3, 8, 9, 10, 7, 19] for billiards dynamics
in such geometries and section 2.4 for an example of IEMBD for such a case), reveals that the
structure of the quasi-integrable dynamics changes non-trivially on each iso-energy surface (see
[4]). Constructing the IFG for these quasi-integrable cases and studying the dynamical implica-
tions of the resulting classification is under current study. For the far from integrable cases, where
the billiard boundary does not respect the symmetries of the integrable system, constructing the
IEMBD and IFG helps to identify invariant non-impact regions, and to distinguish between regions
in which first impacts are always transverse and regions in which tangent orbits appear. Under
resonant conditions, the latter behavior can also lead to additional non-impacting invariant sets,
a subject of current study.
The underlying integrable structure we obtained in the perpendicular cases appeared due to
the separability property of the Hamiltonian (2), which corresponds to a symmetry; Each d.o.f. is
invariant with respect to energy preserving changes in the other d.o.f., or in other words, trivially,
the two Hamiltonians of the separate sub-systems are in involution: {H1(q1, p1), H2(q2, p2)} = 0.
A billiard boundary preserves this separability of the system if and only if it consists of walls
which are perpendicular to one of the axes. Methods for studying small perturbations from the
2Constructing the corresponding marks to obtain Liouville equivalence and studying their significance for the
near-integrable dynamics is left for future studies.
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perpendicular, integrable construction (by perturbing both the separable smooth potential and the
wall shape) are under current study, see, e.g. [21].
The generalization of the tools brought here to additional classes of Hamiltonian impact systems
with additional types of symmetry is currently in the works. In particular, these tools may be
extended to systems with radial symmetry, with elliptic symmetry (see [12, 23, 8]), to systems with
wavy walls and to systems with other walls which are not graphs, and produce non-trivial IEMBDs.
For a bounded billiard domain, for sufficiently large energy, the billiard limit is approached (see, e.g.
[24]). Such system may provide modeling framework for various physical systems, for example,
systems in which impacts model the strong atomic repulsion forces and the smooth potentials
model the smooth attraction forces [15].
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Appendix
A Trajectory types for perpendicular walls
A.1 Horizontal wall (α = 0)
Consider the impact system (1) with the integrable structure (6) when the wall is horizontal. Then,
the impact dynamics may be projected to the (q2, p2) phase space (see Fig 3). Thus, all types of
trajectories, depending on the value of I and on the parameter q2s, may be classified:
Proposition A.1. The impact system has the following types of trajectories: For q2s < 0:
• Motion on level sets with I ≤ V2(0)
ω
remains unchanged
• All level sets with I > V2(0)
ω
achieve transversal impact.
For q2s > 0:
• The allowed region of motion (as defined by the billiard boundary) is defined by I > V2(0)
ω
. In
this region all trajectories achieve transversal impact.
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• The value I = V2(0)
ω
corresponds to a single tangent point on the wall, which cannot be reached
by any trajectory inside the billiard region.
For q2s = 0 (singular case):
• All regular trajectories corresponding to I > 0 impact.
• The value I = 0 corresponds to a single tangent point on the wall which is a stable fixed
point.
For impacting trajectories, upon reflection the motion continues on the same level set after the
discontinuous jump p2 → −p2.
A.2 Vertical wall (α = pi2).
Consider the impact system (1) with the integrable structure (6) when the wall is vertical. Due to
the richer phase space structure (see Fig. 4), there are more sub-cases to consider.
Proposition A.2. The impact system has the following types of trajectories:
For q1s >
√
2 (the separatrix region is inside the allowed region of motion, Figure 4a):
• Motion on level sets such that H1 ≤ V1(0) remains unchanged
• All level sets with H1 > V1(0) achieve transversal impact.
For 1 ≤ q1s <
√
2 (wall intersects the left separatrix loop, Fig 4b):
• Motion on level sets such that H1 ≤ V1(0) remains unchanged
• All level sets with H1 > 0, achieve transversal impact
• For level sets with V1(0) < H1 < 0, trajectories in the right node of the separatrix remain
unchanged, whereas in the left node of the separatrix these trajectories achieve transversal
impact
For 0 < q1s < 1:
• Motion on level sets such that H1 ≤ V1(0) remains unchanged
• Motion in the right node of the separatrix remains unchanged
• All level sets with H1 > V1(0) which are not in the right node of the separatrix achieve
transversal impact. In particular, all trajectories in the left node of the separatrix reflect
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For −1 ≤ q1s < 0 (only the right elliptic fixed point is inside the allowed region of motion):
• Motion on level sets such that H1 ≤ V1(0) remains unchanged
• All level sets with H1 > V1(0) inside the billiard domain achieve transversal impact
For q1s < −1 (all the fixed points are outside the region of allowed motion):
• All trajectories in the allowed region of motion achieve transversal impact with the wall
• The value H1 = V1(0) corresponds to a single tangent point on the wall which cannot be
reached by any trajectory inside the billiard domain.
For q1s =
√
2 or q1s = 0 (wall coincides with the leftmost point on the separatrix or the saddle
fixed point respectively - see Figure 4c,d):
• Motion on level sets such that H1 ≤ 0 remains unchanged
• Level sets with H1 > 0 achieve transversal impact.
For impacting trajectories, upon reflection the motion continues on the same level set after the
discontinuous jump p1 → −p1.
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